**CESTA PATTERN**

NOT recommended for use on a tackable surface.
Tack holes will become visible over time.

- Froggy 44-710
- Drizzle 44-713
- Simple Grey 44-709
- Beach 44-711

**GEM PATTERN**

NOT recommended for use on a tackable surface.
Tack holes will become visible over time.

- Bronze 44-706
- Midnight 44-712
- Penny 44-708
- Fired Up 44-707

- Taupe 44-700
- Sepia 44-702
- Ganache 44-704
- Gold Dust 44-703

- Eggshell 44-701
- Sugar Cookie 44-705

* Actual color provided may vary from swatch shown due to dye lot variations. Room lighting may also change the color’s appearance.
**SILK STRIA PATTERN**
Not recommended for use on a tackable surface. Tack holes will become visible over time.

- Creamy 44-716
- Chamomile 44-721
- Lace 44-718
- Mist 44-717

**TERRAIN PATTERN**
Not recommended for use on a tackable surface. Tack holes will become visible over time.

- Moss Brown 44-728
- Walnut 44-714
- Dark Wash 44-719
- Fossil 44-715

- Mass Brown 44-728
- Bark 44-729
- Seal 44-730
- Nickle 44-731

- Bluff 44-734
- Crepe 44-733
- White Sands 44-732
- Ash 44-727

* Actual color provided may vary from swatch shown due to dye lot variations. Room lighting may also change the color’s appearance.
**ARMOR PATTERN**

NOT recommended for use on a tackable surface. Tack holes will become visible over time. Pattern is a random match.

![Armored Pattern Swatches](image)

- North
  - Code: 44-736

- Pure White
  - Code: 44-735

- Bone
  - Code: 44-739

**CASCADE PATTERN**

NOT recommended for use on a tackable surface. Tack holes will become visible over time. Pattern is a random match.

![Cascade Pattern Swatches](image)

- Typhoon
  - Code: 44-740

- Chelsea
  - Code: 44-737

- Black Sea
  - Code: 44-738

- Medieval
  - Code: 44-741

- Urban Grey
  - Code: 44-723

- Darkness
  - Code: 44-725

- Aqua
  - Code: 44-724

- Khaki
  - Code: 44-726

*Actual color provided may vary from swatch shown due to dye lot variations. Room lighting may also change the color’s appearance.*
**PRODUCT FEATURES**

» Compliant with CDPH/EHLB Standard Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic Chemical Emissions

» Antimicrobial (non-arsenic). This product is intended for use in buildings that are properly designed and maintained to avoid moisture infiltration, condensation and/or accumulation at wall surfaces, particularly in warm, humid climates.

» Compliant with California, Proposition 65

» PFOA free—does not contain, nor will it degrade to, Perfluoro Octanoic Acid (PFOA)

» NFPA 101 and IBC Class A interior wall finish rating when tested using ASTM-E84 method of reinforced cement board when tested in accordance with NFPA 286

» Meets ISO 14064-1,2,3:2006 Greenhouse Gases

**VINYL SPECIFICATIONS**

Type II & Class A Patterns

Gem, Cesta, Silk Stria, Cascade, Terrain, Armor

Minimum Weight: 20 oz./linear yard

Average Width: 54" [1372mm]

CCFA-W-101: ✅
CCC-W-408A: ✅

Flame Developed: 15 cement board*
Smoke Developed: 20 cement board*
MEA Approved N.Y. Dept of Building: ✅

NFPA 101-94 when tested by ASTM E84: ✅

*Independent testing available upon request.

**CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS**

» Common dirt and stains may be removed from wallcovering by rubbing lightly with a moistened cloth or natural sponge using mild soap, detergent or non-abrasive cleanser. It is important that clean water be continuously used and that the material be towel dried.

» CAUTION: Strong organic solvents (such as ketones) and harsh abrasive cleaners are not recommended. These materials will cause dulling, discoloration or softening of the vinyl, possibly resulting in permanent damage.

Hufcor’s Designer Collection of vinyl finishes offer affordable options for upscale applications